
Name: ___________________________________________________

Sequencing

Number the sentences to show the correct order.

Kay Goes Fishing

______  “I've got a fish,” Kay yelled.

______  Dad started the engine and drove the boat to 
  the other side of the lake.

______  Dad prepared the fishing pole, dropped the line in 
             the water, and handed it to Kay.

______  Kay and her dad climbed into the small boat.

    Mike and Tom Play Catch

    ______  Tom caught the ball and threw it back to Mike.

    ______  Mike reached up in the air for the ball, but missed.

    ______  Mike pulled a baseball out of his jacket pocket and
     tossed it to Tom.

    ______  The ball landed on the driveway and rolled toward
      the street.

Fran and the Basketball

______  She found a basketball in the garage and started 
   dribbling it.

______  Fran went outside on a bright and sunny day.

______  She dribbled it down the driveway, turned toward the 
   net, and threw the ball into the air.

______  Fran jumped excitedly as the ball went through the hoop.
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ANSWER KEY

Sequencing

Number the sentences to show the correct order.

Kay Goes Fishing

4  “I've got a fish,” Kay yelled.

2  Dad started the engine and drove the boat to 
  the other side of the lake.

3  Dad prepared the fishing pole, dropped the line in 
     the water, and handed it to Kay.

1  Kay and her dad climbed into the small boat.

    Mike and Tom Play Catch

    2  Tom caught the ball and threw it back to Mike.

    3  Mike reached up in the air for the ball, but missed.

    1  Mike pulled a baseball out of his jacket pocket and
        tossed it to Tom.

    4  The ball landed on the driveway and rolled toward the street.

Fran and the Basketball

2  She found a basketball in the garage and started dribbling it.

1  Fran went outside on a bright and sunny day.

3  She dribbled it down the driveway, turned toward the net, and 
     threw the ball into the air.

4  Fran jumped excitedly as the ball went through the hoop.
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